Gas solubility efcct on AP at constant viscosity and velocity. Figure 2 shows the results of using olive oil as the test liquid under conditions that included various concentrations of He, Na, and Ar and a I-set roll of the steel ball. The amount of decompression required for bubble formation increased as the relative gas con- CP* Velocity effect on AP at constant viscosity. Table  1 shows that when velocity of the steel ball is high, bubble formation is facilitated. In each of the three liquids tested, as the velocity decreased from a l-to 5-set roll over the prescribed 3.5 cm, the AP required for bubble formation increased. These values illustrate the importance of the rate of separation of the surfaces as well as the viscosity of the liquid and gas solubility. When water alone was the liquid (77 = 0.89 cp) and N:! was the saturating gas, no bubbles formed using a I-set roll, even when the pressure above the water was lowered to below its vapor pressure.
DISCUSSION
The experimental evidence presented in this report emphasizes the importance of the viscosity-velocity product in bubble formation by tribonucleation.
When considering cavitation and subsequent bubble formation by this means, the tension (P,) must remain sufficiently high during the time of separation of the surfaces to maintain the stability of the cavity or bubble, or both.
